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Mediodesign is… digitally crafted ideas.

Mediodesign innovates, communicates, creates, designs and produces furniture objects and spatial 
installations.

Established as a leading practice in digital fabrication in Spain and Barcelona, working with 
architects, interior designers, media producers and advertisement agencies, Mediodesign is a leader 
in providing consultancy services in computer-aided manufacturing, digital design and advanced 
technologies to Barcelona’s architectural and design communities.

The studio produces and supplies its own collection of furniture products and accessories. Products 
that have a foundation on logic, rationality and simplicity, but invariably contain a witty twist or 
surprising detail.

Its creative engine is located in the heart of Barcelona in the district of Poble Nou, an historic 
industrial area now being the location of many creative and innovative companies in the fields of 
design, technology, and media.

AI this catalogue you can see the 2011 collection, launched at IMM Cologne in january 2011. A set 
of pieces true to Mediodesign’s philosophy. The O table, the elephant chair, the Xemei Stool, the C 
coffee table, and the L Shelf system. All of them ready for distribution in Europe. 
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O

Its shape, somewhere between a 
circle and a square, can seat up 
to eight people. A piece of high 
thermal resistance is embedded on 
the surface of the table to withstand 
high temperatures of hot items, an 
expressive addition to the table. The 
legs are L-shaped and form a solid 
and stable pyramid.
The O table can be easily assembled 
in a few minutes with simple 
household tools, and it comes in a flat 
package.
The O table is made of birch plywood, 
white laminate, porcelain tile, stainless 
steel fittings, and it is available with 
a satin finish on wood. Additional 
laminate colors are available on 
request.
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L

L is a modular system based on a 
single piece.
Like the scales of a fish, the modules 
overlap on one another, which makes 
the resulting ensamble a playful 
element. The slight gradient helps to 
keep books in place.
Expansion of the system is simple 
and rational, just adding any number 
of modules. The user can define the 
configuration of the shelf on his own.
Assembly is done without tools.
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C

C table is a piece of smart geometry, 
balance and efficiency. C table is a 
coffee table that is stable, dynamic 
and easy to assemble.
The characteristic angled legs and 
its elliptical board define a table of 
constrast, between right angles and 
rounded elements, between a serene 
horizontal plane and a dynamic leg 
construction.
Precise cutting allows for efficient 
material use. 
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Elephant

Elephant is a chair designed in pieces 
to be assembled like a puzzle.  It is 
comfortable, inviting conversation,  
and perfect for reading.
An efficient production process results 
in little waste material and possibilities 
for customisation.
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Xemei

This stool was designed for the new 
cocktail bar of the Venetian Restaurant 
Xemei based in Barcelona. From an 
initial idea of a comfortable seat, we 
proposed a hybrid object, in which the 
seat is as a sculpted piece that reveals 
the topography of the layers of wood 
that shaped it.
The frame consists of four L-shaped 
profiles, each facing a different 
direction.
The stool is made of varnished birch-
plywood legs with a solid surface seat 
in green, black or white.
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Estamos en medio: somos intermediarios entre la idea 
y su materialización; entre el concepto y su realización. 
Nuestra obsesión es la busqueda de la solución 
precisa, eficiente, funcional e innovadora. Buscamos la 
perfección en todo lo que hacemos.

We are in the middle: we are the middlemen between 
the idea and its materialisation, between the concept 
and its realisation. Our obsession is the search for 
the solution that is precise, efficient, functional and 
innovative. We seek perfection in everything we make.
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Arré design agency
www-arre-design.nl
Vuurplaat 609
3071 AR Rotterdam
The Netherlands

tel: +31 627483856
fax: +31 848350492
skype: paivaranda

email: info@arre-design.nl

Price list available on request.
For inquires, quotes and requests,  
please contact our agent Arré.
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